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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We denote by 99 the class of Bore1 subsets of [0, I] and by p the Lebesgue 
measure. An algebra d C @ such that for every A E & there exists a class of 
sets (0, : u E [0, l]} Cd with D, = A, p(D1) : up(A) and DE1 C Da, if 
ai < aa, is called a continuous subalgebra of 59. Let r be the set of all 
continuous subalgebras of 98. Let X be a finite dimensional Euclidean space. 
If S! C S? let F(d) be the class of Lebesgue integrable functions from [0, I] 
into X such that for any f E F(d) and p E X, we have 
{t : p .f(t) > 0, t E [O, 11) Ed 
where p *f(t) denotes the scalar product of p andf(t). Iff EF(g) and &’ C 649 
let 
L(f,d) = /s,fdp: DE;&\. 
In this paper we shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM I. If & E T and f E F(d) then L( ,f, &) is closed and convex. 
SOME PARTICULAR CASES OF APPLICATIONS FOR THEOREM I 
Case I. & = .% and f is an integrable function. 
Case 2. SJ is the class of subsets of [0, l] whose characteristic functions 
are continuous at all points of [0, l] with the exception of at most a countable 
number and f is an integrable function which is analytic at all points of [0, 1] 
with the exception of at most a countable number. 
Case 3. ~2 is the class of sets which are the union of a finite number of 
disjoint intervals of [0, l] and f is a p iecewise constant function. 
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The application of Theorem I to (.‘ase 1 gives immediately the well known 
Theorem of Lyapunov [l-6]. The application of Theorem I to Case 3 leads 
to a theorem which is very easy to prove directly. The application of Theo- 
rem I to Case 2 leads to some new results in the theory of optimal control. 
For instance we can obtain a stronger version of LaSalle’s “Bang-Bang” 
Principle [7]: “If there is an optimal steering function, then there is always 
a bang-bang steering function that is optimal.” In LaSalle’s version of this 
principle a bang-bang steering function is a measurable function taking its 
values on the vertices of some given hypercube. Applying Case 2 of Theorem I 
it is easy to prove the same principle where a bang-bang steering function is 
furthermore restricted to be continuous at every point with the exception 
of atmost a countable number. 
We conjecture that many other results in the theory of optimal control 
[8-l 1] could be similarly strengthened. 
PROOFOFTHEOREM I 
Let sl E r and ~EF(&). Let (0, : OL E [0, l]} be a subset of & with 
D, = [0, 11, p(D,) = cy. and DX1 C DN1 if 01~ < 01~ For each CY E [0, l] let 
fa E & be defined as follows: 
fx(t) =f(t) if t E Da 
=o if t E [0, l] h D,. 
We shall write L(a) for L(f, , &) and L for L(1). We have then L(cu,) CL(aJ 
if 01~ < 01~ Let 
K= u i?coL(a) 
a~[%11 
where a coL(c~) means the boundary of the convex hull of the set L(a). In 
Lemma I we shall prove that co 1 C K. In Lemma II we shall prove that 
K CL. It follows then that co E CL. In other words the set L is closed and 
convex. This concludes the proof of Theorem I. 
LEMMA I. 
coLCK. 
PROOF OF LEMMA I: Let a E co z. We shall prove that a E K, i.e., that 
n E % co L(t) for some t E [0, 11. Let 
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If a + co,?(t) then there is an E > 0 such that 
N(u, l) n coE(t) = 4, 
there is a 6 > 0 such that I sof& ! < l j2 for all D E G? with p(D) < 6 
and then a $ coE(t --c 8) which cannot be by construction. 
If a E int coL(t) then there is an E > 0 such that N(u, c) C coz(t), there 
isa6>Osuchthat i s,fZp/ < e/2 for all D E & with p(D) < 6 and then 
a E coi;(t - 6) which cannot be by construction. 
We have then a E % toe(t) C 8 coL(t). This concludes the proof of 
Lemma I. 
LEMMA II. 
PROOF OF LEMMA II. It is enough to prove that for any oi E [0, I] we have 
a co L(a) CL(a). To simplify the notations we shall give this proof only for 
a = 1, i.e., we shall prove that 3 co L CL. The proof for any (Y E [0, I) is 
similar. Let U = {p : p E X, j p 1 = I}. From now on the variable p will 
always be restricted to the set U. Since the function f is Lebesgue integrable 
and A? Cg we know that the set L is bounded. For each p E U we define 
the following items : 
m(p) = sup p s 
*EL 
H(p) = {x : p x = m(p)} 
G(P) = L n H(P) 
D(p) =: {t :p .f(t) > 0, t E [O, l)> 
Do(p) = (t : p ,.f(t) = 0, t E [0, I]}, 
We have then D+(p) and Do(p) E ~2. Let f, E A&’ be defined as follows: 
f,(t) =f(t) for t E D”(P) 
zz 0 for t E LO, 11 - D’(P). 
Let 
GO(P) = Lt f, 7 4 
It is a trivial matter to prove that 
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Let n be the dimension of the finite dimensional Euclidean space ,Y. The 
proof of Lemma II will proceed by induction on n. 
We consider first the case n = I. We have then 
3coL ={~-m(- l), fm(‘- I)}, 
.r fdp = m(+ 1) and ! fdP = -- m(- I). 
II+ D+c--l) 
Since D+( + 1) and D+( - 1) E & it follows that m( -t 1) and - m( - 1) EL. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma II in the case n = 1. 
Let us assume that Lemma II is true for 71 = k and prove it for n = k + 1. 
If Lemma II is true for n = k it follows that Theorem I is also true for 
n = k. 
We are now assuming that the Euclidean space X has dimension k - 1. 
For any p E U the set G(p) is at most of dimension k and is closed and convex 
since the set GO(p) is closed and convex by Theorem I for n = k. Let a E 3 co L 
then a E H(p) for some p E U. We conclude by proving that a E G(p). 
In order to prove that a E G(p) we shall show that a $ G(p) leads to a con- 
tradiction. If a $ G(p) let b be the element of G(p) closest to a. Since G(p) is 
closed and convex b exists and is unique and I a -- b 1 f 0. For any E 3 0 
let p, = p + l (U - b) and 
De = P+(P) - D+(P,)) u ((WP,) u D’(P,)) - P+(P) u D’(P))). 
We have immediately lim,-,, ~(0~) = 0 and lim, 0 so 1 f(t) / dt = 0. Hence 
there exists an v > 0 such that so /f(t) / dt < I a -‘b //2 for all E < 7. Let 
a* E G(p,). Then there is a set A*‘E .r9 with 
D+(P,,) C A* C D+(P,) u D”(P,) 
such that sA* f dp = a *. Let B* = D+(p) U (A* n Do(p)) and b* = ss* f dp. 
We have then b* E G(p). Moreover we have also 
(B* -A*) u (A* -B*) C D,, 
which implies / a* - b* 1 < 1 a - b //2. By construction we have 
(P + ~(a - b)) a < (P + q-(u - b)) u* 
and 
P. u*<p.a 
hence 
(a - 6) (u* - a) 3 0. 
Since the vector a - b is an outward normal to a supporting hyperplane of 
the convex set G(p) at the point b and since b* E G(p) we have also 
(a - 6) (b - b*) 2 0 
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From the last two inequalities we obtain immediately 
(a - b) . (u* - b*) > (u - b) . (u - b) 
which implies 
la*-b*1>~a--bI 
and contradicts the relation 
I a* - b* i < j a - b l/2 
obtained earlier. This contradiction concludes the proof of Lemma II. 
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